
Dear Peer Reviewer, 
 
Thank you for your willingness to share your expertise and review a submitted chapter for the 
open educational resource (OER) textbook, Writing the Disciplines.  
 
As you read through the chapter, please consider the following questions as you write your 
review. You do not need to answer every question; rather, the questions are meant to provide 
general guidance. 
 

1. In what ways does the chapter help to fulfill the mission and focus of the OER textbook 
project? Did the chapter highlight how the discipline-specific document is used within the 
field of expertise of the chapter authors. Note: As requirement of the peer review process, 
author names are not provided, but the fields of expertise are listed. (See Call for 
Chapters in Appendix A) 

2. In what manner did the chapter meet all or most of the criteria outlined in the chapter 
template (See Chapter Template in Appendix B)? 

3. In what ways did the chapter adequately or inadequately cover the process/requirements 
for the chosen discipline-specific document?  

4. How would you assess the overall structure of the chapter? Logical or illogical?  
5. Is the chapter well written? Is the text clear and easy to read? Is the language used within 

the chapter appropriate for the textbook’s target audience? Is professional jargon defined? 
6. Are sufficient examples provided within the chapter? Are all directions and advice 

helpful? 
7. If the paper includes tables or figures, what do they add to the paper? Do they aid in 

understanding content or are they superfluous?  
8. Are outside sources used effectively as support, and are they cited accurately?  
9. How would you assess the quality of the chapter content? Did the chapter include any 

factual errors, or did the chapter seem to leave out content that should be included?  
10. Was the chapter the appropriate length? Does the title reflect the contents of the chapter? 
11. What aspects of the chapter did you find particularly effective and/or appealing? Are 

there certain aspects of the chapter that could be communicated better? 
12. Would you recommend any revisions? If so, please list your suggestions. 

 
Once you have written your review, please send it to the OER textbook editor, Caroline 
Fitzpatrick, at caroline.fitzpatrick@alvernia.edu.  
 
Once again, your time and expertise are valuable. Thank you for your contribution! 
 


